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Introduction
This document describes the concept of sharing eLearning courses between partner
universities.

Overview
In this example, there are 3 universities: Uni A, Uni B, Uni C.
Imagine each of the universities manages and hosts its own courses in a local instance of a
learning management system (LMS) e.g. moodle. The courses are numbered A1…An,
B1…Bn, C1…Cn, respectively.
The universities would like to share some of the eLearning courses with other universities
in a way that students from other universities can enroll into the shared course, participate
at moderated sessions, do exercises and finally get graded by the foreign lecturer.
A central course listing is used to disseminate the shared courses and to make it easier for
students to search for topics of interest and respective courses.
In the example shown in the image, course A2 is hosted at university A and has 3 enrolled
students from university A, 1 from University B, and 1 from University C.
Course C1 has 3 students from University C and 1 from University B.

Figure 1. Central course listing
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Courses suitable for central listing
The main objectives of the cooperation and the concept of eLearning sharing are
●
●

international and intercultural aspects (e.g. foreign language, contact to
international students and lecturers) during studying
promoting the Unique Selling Proposition (USP) of each partner university and
teasering for a physical student’s exchange.

In order for that, regular, moderated courses optionally including webinars or online
meetings should be preferred in favor of MOOCs (Massive Open Online Course). This is
because MOOCs are impersonal and easily available on other platforms as well. In contrast,
regular, moderated courses have the capability of qualitative feedback for exercises and
the dissemination for a partner’s expertise in a certain field, with the drawback of a bad
scalability and a small capacity for external students.

Personas & Epics
Subsequently, involved personas and epics are listed.

Picture & Name

Details
●
●
●

Goal
is very interested in
technologies.
studies in the 5th
semester.
Is disabled and
needs a special input
device.

Harry Smith
Student: Uni B
Course: C
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Source: Shutterstock
Image Source: 2018 ©, Shutterstock

Epics
Harry wants to
●
●
●

search for courses of partners
self-enroll in course of partner
use Assistive Technology for operating the platform

●
●

Wants to study at
home, virtually.
Study internationally
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●
●

be graded
get credits and grade accepted at his university

Picture & Name

Details
●

●

Goal
teaches Web
Accessibility and
Inclusive Design.
loves to travel and
meet people from
around the world.

●

teach in an
international setting

Daniela Hahn
Lecturer: U
 ni C
Course: C
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Image Source: 2018 ©, Pexels

Epics
Daniela wants to
●

find out students of partner universities enrolled in her courses.

Picture & Name

Details
●

●

Aleksandar Damjanovski
Lecturer: U
 ni B
Supervisor of: Harry

Goal
teaches lectures in
the field of Smart
Homes, Assistive
Technologies.
He loves
international cuisine
and is keen on 3D
printing.

●

teach in an
international setting

Image Source: 2018 ©, Pexels

Epics
Aleksandar wants to
●
●

find out students supervised by him and attending partner courses
get grades of students supervised by him and attending partner courses
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Picture & Name

Details
●

●

Goal
is program lead of
Biomedical
Engineering.
teaches basics in
prosthetic design &
development.

●
●

Jana Novak
Program lead: Uni B
Image Source: 2018 ©, Pexels

Epics
Jana wants to
●
●
●

find adequate partner courses for her students
share a filtered set of partner courses
find out students of her program attending partner courses

enlarge course
portfolio
internationalize
program
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Use cases
Subsequently, the most important use cases are depicted.

Figure 2. Use cases of eLearning sharing.

User Authentication
In order for students of different universities being able to login to LMS instances of
partner universities, they need a user login. Subsequently, several approaches for user
authentication are listed.

Local user account
The student sends a request to the partner university to create a new user account for the
LMS instance used. This could be done in course of the matriculation workflow as it is done
with physical student’s exchange.

eduID, eduGAIN
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eduGAIN1 is an international effort enabling unique ids (eduID2) and access to services of
universities globally.
The concept defines several entities:
●
●

Identity Provider (IP): Provide authentication and authorization service for Service
Provider (SP)
Service Provider (SP): Web services (pages) consuming authentication and
authorization using an IP.

Technical documentation can be found at the ACOnet-wiki3 and a technical reference
implementation at shibboleth4. Moodle has support for authentication through shibboleth
technology5.

Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI)
LTI6 enables connecting learning applications and tools to LMS. This way, an LMS can be
connected to an external assessment tool or to connect LMS with each other. LTI provides
a mechanism for remote authentication and authorization and is capable of synchronizing
assignment and grade data between LMS instances. The LMS moodle has support for LTI
integrated7.

https://edugain.org/
https://www.aco.net/technologien.html?L=1
3
https://wiki.univie.ac.at/display/federation/ACOnet+Identity+Federation
4
https://www.shibboleth.net/
5
https://docs.moodle.org/35/en/Shibboleth
6
http://www.imsglobal.org/activity/learning-tools-interoperability
7
https://docs.moodle.org/35/en/LTI_and_Moodle
1
2
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Workflows
Subsequently, the significant workflows are depicted.

Figure 3. Workflow of a course search.
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Figure 4.Workflow of student matriculation.
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Figure 5. Workflow of a self-enrollment for a course at a partner university..
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Grading
Grading is a very sensitive topic in case of several universities involved. There are
differences in legislation, data privacy, LMS and marks (letters, numbers,...). If the
examination can be automated (e.g. using multiple-choice tests), the execution of the
examination can be done at the home university easily. This is the case for MOOCs
(massive open online courses). In the case of moderated courses, examination cannot
always be automated because the qualitative outcome of a program, design file or text has
to be evaluated. Furthermore, the evaluation must be done by an expert in the field, which
is normally the lecturer of the course at the partner university.
Subsequently, two approaches are discussed:
Grading at the partner university
This approach is very similar to a physical student’s exchange regarding workflows and
student status.
The approach requires the storage of grades at the partner university. Storing grades
externally could be problematic due to GDPR8 and data privacy legislation in other
countries.
As described in Figure 6, the student participates in the lectures virtually and does
exercises, assignments and exams virtually. The lecturer of the partner university is
responsible for grading the student. At the end of the course the student requests a grade
certificate which can be used to accept the course at the home university.
A grade certificate can be issued if a student is matriculated as a regular student. At the
UAS TW, the matriculation for international students is very straight-forward and can be
done online9. Matriculation can also be done just for one course.
Challenges
●

●

Tuition fee: If there is an agreement between partner universities, student’s don’t
need to pay a tuition fee at the partner university. Currently UAS TW has
agreements with CVUT Prague and WIT. Agreements with the other partners will be
approached.
Cheating prevention: As student’s only participate virtually, it is difficult to find out
if an assignment/exam was actually done by him/her. The student could hand out
his login to another person or have an assistant sitting next to him during an
examination.
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32016R0679

9

https://cis.technikum-wien.at/cis/public/incoming/registration.php?lang=English
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Recommendation: Use a web conference to discuss assignments and exams with
students at the end of the course.

Figure 6. Workflow of grading at the partner university.
Grading at the home university
This approach seems to be easily achievable for unmoderated courses, where
multiple-choice tests are suitable and question banks can be transferred easily. In the case
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of moderated courses with evaluation of qualitative outcomes, local grading could be
achieved by requiring an additional local examination through multiple-choice test. The
respective question bank could be created collaboratively between partner universities.

Figure 7. Workflow of grading at the home university.

Legal aspects
There are many legal aspects which must be considered for sharing courses.

Copyright
A course which is not designed for public access will potentially have copyright
infringements. That’s one reason why courses are normally closed for public access and
why only students matriculated at that university are allowed to be enrolled.
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If a course is to be opened it could be designed as open educational resource (OER). OERs
are teaching and learning materials that can be freely accessed, used, modified, and
distributed by anyone without charge.10
In general this topic is in the responsibility of the respective university, which has to
ensure that no copyright infringements arise.

Data privacy
A student enrolling in a course of the partner university will have to participate in exercises
and assignments. In course of that, he/she will create/upload data which is associated to
personal data (e.g. name). In case of assignments and examination, grades would be
associated to personal data.
Open questions
How can an alignment with data privacy legislation (GDPR, ...) be achieved?
What about the user’s right of requesting the deletion of personal data?
Do we need an agreement between partner universities handling data privacy issues?
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https://www.openeducation.at/fileadmin/user_upload/p_oea/OEA-Guideline_online_final_english.pdf

